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There Is No Planet B 
  This world is slowly fading away. People are not seeing this with their eyes or 
thoughts. We are destroying our planet with plastic and trash and other things we can’t 
have in our oceans. We can all help in little ways like recycling and going to local farm 
stands. On my farm we don't use any sprays on our crops and our plants are 100% 
organic. One small change can help billions. There are many ways that we can help the 
environment each day. I will now focus on the clothes we wear. 
 
 

When I go through my clothes, I ask myself  “Do I wear this?” “Will I be 
comfortable wearing this to school?” “Have I worn this in the past three months?” If not I 
put it in a donation bin or give it to my friends. Going to thrift stores is better than buying 
new clothes at brand stores. The global cost of clothes thrown away is $460 billion a 
year. In the past 20 years people have thrown away between 7 million to 14 million 
clothing items. So much good clothing is wasted, it's like throwing away your phone and 
getting a new one every day. I think there could be a place where they can put clothes 
people don't use and give it to homeless shelters or give them away to anyone for free. 
One garbage truck {2,625kg} of clothing is burned or landfilled every second! If clothes 
are too old, you can reuse them to make other clothes you will wear! Every week you 
should try to wear something from your closet that you have not worn in a little while 
instead of getting new clothes.  
   

If we look around at the land on Green Up Day we are sad to see that people 
throw trash everywhere on the side of roads. So we clean up the trash. I wonder why 
people mix up Green Up Day and Earth Day. They are both important but different days 
to celebrate and take care of the Earth. It hurts a lot knowing that the world is being 
destroyed and disappearing in our lifetime. If all of us do our parts to not litter and not 
waste resources we can make everyday Green Up Day and Earth Day! 
 

I know I am just 11 years old and I can’t fix everything but any person of any age 
or height or size can help and be kind. Adults can hurt the Earth even though they have 
less of their life left then young people. Children have lots of time left to live and they 
should be able to live on a healthy Earth. We have been given an Earth to keep us safe 
and healthy but we’re not keeping it healthy. This is our planet. We trust this Earth with 
everything and Earth we will be home till it leaves or we leave.  


